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Ergonomic-driven
Geometric Exploration and Reshaping
Youyi Zheng Julie Dorsey Niloy J. Mitra
Abstract—The paper addresses the following problem: given a set of man-made shapes, e.g., chairs, can we quickly rank and
explore the set of shapes with respect to a given avatar pose? Answering this question requires identifying which shapes are
more suitable for the defined avatar and pose; and moreover, to provide fast preview of how to alter the input geometry to
better fit the deformed shapes to the given avatar pose? The problem naturally links physical proportions of human body and its
interaction with object shapes in an attempt to connect ergonomics with shape geometry. We designed an interaction system that
allows users to explore shape collections using the deformation of human characters while at the same time providing interactive
previews of how to alter the shapes to better fit the user-specified character. We achieve this by first mapping ergonomics
guidelines into a set of simultaneous multi-part constraints based on target contacts; and then, proposing a novel contact-based
deformation model to realize multi-contact constraints. We evaluate our framework on various chair models and validate the
results via a small user study.
Index Terms—geometric deformation, ergonomics, shape analysis
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Humans come in various size and form. The field of
ergonomics focuses on accommodating such human
variations with design goals of functional objects.
Various objects of daily use are shaped and given form
based on their intended use and target user. Guide-
lines on ergonomics (see [1] for a survey) summarize
years of such research, prototyping, product reviews,
and design experiences to provide recommendations
for geometric shapes based on their target usage (see
Figure 1).
In computer graphics, object geometries are either
acquired directly from or modeled inspired by real
objects. Hence, such objects often inherit or mimic
real world object specifications. In this work, we
first investigate if one can classify and rank objects
based directly on their target function and associ-
ated ergonomic considerations. This is in contrast
to typical classification strategies based on geometric
descriptors and feature space analysis. This leads to
a novel ergonomics-based categorization, ordering, and
exploration of input shape collections.
Moreover, evolution of digital fabrication has lead
to feasible and economic custom design possibilities.
Geometric models can now be easily fabricated, mak-
ing their target use relevant and important. Since
robust solutions exist to digitally capture high quality
rigged digital avatars in matter of minutes (e.g., [2]),
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as a second question, we investigate how to use such
human avatars specified in intended use poses to
reshape geometry of virtual objects. This leads to
a ergonomics-driven geometric reshaping of existing
shapes. By reshaping, we refer to adapting both the
part proportions and their relative arrangements so
the new shape better conforms to the target usage.
For example, Figure 2 shows results of reshaping and
classifying a set of chair models based on human
avatar poses.
We address both questions using a novel contact-
based deformation paradigm. First, we map er-
gonomic guidelines to a set of contact specifications
between the human avatar and input shape. Such
guidelines often come in the form of multiple spec-
ifications making it nearly impossible for lay users
Fig. 1. Ergonomic guidelines linking human posture
to geometry of a workspace (left). Traditionally, in
computer graphics, raw model meshes (right) remain
oblivious of such specifications.
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Fig. 2. Starting from (a) a collection of shapes and a few user specified human avatar poses, (b) our method
automatically reshapes the models to fit the avatars and ranks the models based on their deformation costs
leading to a categorization of the input models driven by their compatibility with the avatar poses (c).
to satisfy by manual adjustment. For example, crafts-
man [3] may make as many as twelve adjustments
to the basic chair design (e.g., adjusting the head-
board, lumbar support, or the angle between seat
and back). Starting from part-based input shapes, we
first map such specifications to a set of multi-contact
constraints. We then propose a novel reshaping al-
gorithm to computationally adapt an input shape to
simultaneously satisfy these constraints. We propose
an iterative optimization procedure that alternately
deforms the input shape and re-validates target con-
tact specifications.
Our work makes the following two contributions:
first, we link ergonomics considerations to shape
reshaping with the goal to facilitate personal cus-
tomization; second, we provide an ergonomics-driven
shape exploration tool which subsequently benefits
a novel shape classification setup. We evaluate our
algorithm in the context of chairs, benches and sofas
and validate the results through a small user study.
2 RELATED WORK
Our work is closely related to existing works on shape
exploration, geometric classification, and ergonomics
study. While previous approaches exploit purely ge-
ometric or learning-based methods to achieve shape
understanding, we focus on ergonomics both for clas-
sification and geometric deformation.
Shape exploration. Recent research has proposed
shape exploration tools to allow users to quickly
browse large data collections. These methods either
provide fast previews of shape variations [4], find
partial correspondence [5], or organize shapes into
collective structures [6]. The methods start from a
pure geometric point of view to extract commonalities
among a family of shapes using geometric descriptors
or functional maps to find shape similarity. In con-
trast, we relate ergonomics with geometry to measure
inter- and intra-class similarity for a given shape
collection.
Shape functional analysis. Functionality of objects
is closely related to their semantics. Understanding
the shape functional properties remains the central
challenge of existing shape analysis techniques. In
recent years, a few methods have been proposed to
reveal such connections based on purely geometry-
based attempts [7], [8]. These approaches start from
component-level models and build part-level contact
graphs to facilitate subsequent analysis. In compari-
son, we exploit ergonomics guidelines to leverage a
graph representation for the part-level deformation.
Geometry and human factor. Geometry reason-
ing has also been studied in computer vision and
used for human workspace reasoning [9] or indoor
scene understanding [10]. While these methods uses
extensive training from existing semantic measures
of image data to reason about a given particular
image, the process of human measurement is typi-
cally performed offline. Coupling geometry modeling
with physical simulation has been studied in recent
research work of interactive chair modeling [11]. For
an extensive discussion of history and development
of ergonomics in the context of chairs we recommend
Cranz’s book [12], especially Chapters 3 and 5.
Shape deformation. Shape deformation has been
a long-standing research topic in geometry processing
[13]. Existing shape deformation methods mainly fall
into two classes: one class of methods aim to preserve
the shape local properties such as curvatures, local
coordinates, etc., [14], [15], [16], while the other class
of methods aim to preserve global structures such
as symmetry, inter-part relations [17], [18], [19]. Li et
al. [20], in an interesting work, deforms input man-
made objects to make them amendable to stacking.
In contrast, we focus on ergonomics guidelines for
customizing chairs and sofas for specific target avatar
sizes and poses.
3 USER INTERFACE
We now briefly describe our interactive framework
(see Figure 3). The interface consists of two panels:
an interaction panel, which (i) allows users to mod-
ify the human avatar shape, both its shape and its
pose; (ii) displays the original shape (in blue) and its
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Fig. 3. The user interface of our system consists of
two panels: The top panel where users can interac-
tively modify the human avatar and get intermediate
feedback; and, the bottom panel to preview the ranked
models according to the current avatar shape/pose.
deformed shape (in red) that fits the current human
avatar; and a preview panel (bottom), which displays
small windows of the ranked shapes according to how
well they conform to the current avatar pose. The
user can use the preview panel to browse through
the shapes. Once the user clicks a preview shape in
the bottom panel, the shapes displayed in the top
panel are updated to show the potential deformation
needed to alter the shape to fit the current pose.
The user can directly modify the pose of the avatar
by editing its skeleton nodes. The user can also refine
the geometry by modifying the semantic attributes of
the avatar such as leg length, body width, hip width,
etc. Each time the user finishes editing the charac-
ter, the system interactively deforms the shapes and
update the model rankings. We also allow the user
to load pre-authored default poses. The supported
avatar poses (for chairs) are: normal sitting, bench
sitting, beach lying, and bar sitting (see Figure 6).
4 ERGONOMICS GUIDELINES
Years of user studies and experience gathered from
painful experience have been distilled in the form
of qualitative ergonomics guidelines. In this work
we mainly focus on chairs. Although there is still
some debate regarding the relative importance of the
various guidelines, we summarize the ones that are
commonly suggested across the different works we
consulted [21], [12], [22]:
• Chair sears should have correct height to allow both
feet to be fully supported (e.g., by the ground).
A chair that is too high creates undue pressure at
the knee/thigh; while, if it is too short forces the
knee to be higher than the hip sockets.
• Width and depth of chair seats should conform
to the users dimensions. Specifically, while the
width is dictated by the avatar’s waistline, the
Fig. 4. Modifying avatar’s shape attributes (e.g., leg
length, body length) will result in updates of the corre-
sponding chair components, hence the styles.
depth is dictated by the length of the avatar’s
thigh bones.
• Flat uncontoured seats are preferred to discourage
a slouched or C-shaped posture.
• Lumbar support by providing low- or mid-back
support can help hold good posture and prevent
pain to the spine and neck.
• Head support, if provided, can help ease stress for
the neck muscles and provide support for seating
over extended periods.
• Arm rests provide support for reading, typing,
painting, and similar activities.
A seemingly obvious solution is to go for adjustable
furniture, although at a higher cost. However, as
observed by an early anthropometric study [23], with
more than two dimensions to (manually) adjust, a
person regularly forgets the previous (comfortable)
setting among the large space of possible adjustments.
Thus, paradoxically, with increased freedom, the users
ends up adjusting their own posture to fit an incon-
veniently dimensioned object.
5 ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
Once the user specifies a given avatar and an anno-
tated pose (e.g., sitting, lying, bench sitting, etc), a set
of geometric constraints are extracted by mapping er-
gonomics guidelines (see Section 4) to the underlying
shape geometry, which are then integrated into the
contact-based deformation paradigm to reshape the
input model to conform to the avatar’s pose.
The reshaping works in two stages. In the analysis
stage, the shape is represented by a spatial rela-
tion graph with nodes denoting its components and
edges denoting the spatial relations (symmetry and
contact) among the components. Given a specified
avatar shape with an annotated pose, we first extract
a set of ergonomic constraints based on the contact
information between the character and the shape, we
then design an edit propagation algorithm to deform
the shape w.r.t. the ergonomic constraints while pre-
serving its original structure. As the geometry and the
pose of the character are altered, all constraints are
automatically updated and a new deformed shape is
generated. Thus, the user can design new shapes for a
particular human character (e.g., design a beach chair
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Fig. 5. A chair encoded as a graph with nodes de-
noting the shape components while the edges rep-
resenting the connection between two components
(contact/symmetry).
for a kid). Figure 7 shows that different avatars (in
poses) lead to different deformed chairs.
Once the shape is deformed, we examine the de-
formation cost by measuring the shape volumetric
and translational variations. This allows us to rank
the shapes accordingly. The defined deformation cost
is used for both shape ranking and shape classifica-
tion. When classifying geometric content based on er-
gonomics, we start from a set of shapes and a few pre-
defined human poses and compute the deformation
cost for each chair to the given human shapes, and
then cluster the shapes in the deformation space. By
this, we can determine which chairs are more likely
to be dinning chairs, or which chairs are more likely
to be a beach chair, etc. Further, at a finer granularity,
we also learn that within a class which shape is better
suited for a particular avatar.
6 THE METHOD
6.1 Shape representation
The input to our algorithm is a set of man-made
objects that interact with our human body (e.g., chairs,
sofas, etc.). We assume that the set of shapes are
within the same category and are pre-aligned with
multiple components that are consistently tagged
(such as seat, back, arm, legs.) obtained via existing
co-segmentation methods [24], [25].
Given a shape with its components, we represent
the shape as a spatial relation graph [26]. Each node in
the graph denotes a component while each contact
and symmetry relation will be represented with a
graph edge (see Figure 5). We equip each component
with a primitive (in our system cuboid and cylinder,
computed via PCA [19]), we call such a primitive
proxy, which is later used for guiding the deformation
of the underlying component. Once the shape compo-
nents are associated with a set of proxies, we compute
the contact information between adjacent components
[27].
In order to retain structure, what need to be pre-
served are the spatial relations among the components
Fig. 6. Human avatar used in our system consists
of a skeleton whose bones representing body parts.
The user can pose the avatar by dragging the skeleton
nodes or change its shape by modifying semantic at-
tributes such as leg length, body width, etc. The middle
and right column show two representative poses used
in our system.
(or simply the spatial relations among proxies) and
the individual shape properties of the underlying
components. We show in next sections how such a
representation enables a simple and robust contact-
based deformation paradigm.
6.2 The human avatar
Our system exposes to the user a predefined human
character (Figure 6). We use a ellipsoid-based repre-
sentation of the human body. The human skeleton is
represented with a tree whose root node lies at the
chest. Each skeleton bone is enclosed with an ellip-
soid representing a body part. Each skeleton bone is
also associated with attributes such as length, width,
thickness, determining the dimensional properties of
the ellipsoid for facilitating the user manipulation. In
total there are 20 nodes and 19 bones.
We annotate each bone and each node with seman-
tic tags, for an instance, the skeleton bone corresponds
to the body part is annotated as “body-bone”. The user
can use these semantic tags to alter the length, width,
and thickness of individual body parts.
Fig. 7. In our system, we design four types of avatar
poses (sitting, lying, multiple avatars, bar sitting). Note
that each pose corresponds to a chair style.
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Fig. 8. The contact-based deformation paradigm. Starting from a pre-sorted grouped ergonomic constraints,
our deformation method iteratively visits the sets of constraints while conforming the shape to its original
conductivities (i.e., contacts).
Besides the pre-specified poses, we allow the user
to design poses. The user can simply drag a skele-
ton node, which is then projected into 3D space by
mapping the translation from screen plane to the
corresponding bone plane (defined by its consecutive
skeleton bones). At this stage, all transformations are
restricted to be rigid to preserve the body attributes.
The user can simply move the entire body by drag-
ging the root node (see accompanying video).
6.3 Mapping ergonomic constraints
We convert the ergonomics guidelines (Section 4) into
geometric constraints to deform the shape and fit it to
the human avatar. In the following, we will be mainly
focus on chairs, while other examples are similarly
handled.
The user first indicates the target pose, while our
system provides potential suggestions of a given pose
based on ergonomics guidance, e.g., the upper leg and
lower leg should be orthogonal in a normal sitting
pose while being almost parallel when seated on a
beach chair.
Next, we identify a set of contacting regions on the
body such as the hip should the top face of the seat,
the lower arm will be in touch with chair arms, etc. All
these types of ergonomic constraints are pre-specified
into our system and recalled whenever a new pose is
created by the user.
Fig. 9. Mapping of ergonomic constraints to geometric
constraints. Not all the constraints are shown.
The contacting relations between the avatar and the
chair are then computationally converted into geo-
metric constraints. In particular, for chairs we design
several types of constraints and name them based on
the user annotated poses (normal sitting, lying, bar
sitting, bench sitting, etc.). The constraints include:
• seat width: determined by the hip width of the
human body(s);
• seat height: determined by the height of the hip;
• seat length: determined by the length of the
human upper legs;
• arm height: determined by the position of the
lower arms;
• seat back angle: determined by the angle between
the upper legs and the body spine, plus the
supporting regions of the back and the hip; and
• back length: determined by the body length and
the supporting region.
These ergonomic constraints can be directly dis-
cretized into geometric constraints in our system. For
example, the contact relation between the hip and the
chair seat will lead to a constraint in the height of the
seat top face to be a specific value h. Other types of
constraints, e.g., the angle between the body and the
leg will lead to an sliding angle constraint between
the seat and the back, and so on so forth. For those
types of constraint, we allow for a 5% − 15% range
of sliding among the exact values to account for the
subsequent deformation stiffness. For example, the
seat width is allowed to be 1.1×–1.2× the width of
the hips. Figure 9 shows an illustrative mapping of
ergonomics to geometric constraints.
Since at this stage we are not dealing with actual
physical fabrication but rather to explore, rate, and
classify the shapes based on the human ergonomics
as well as to have provide preview of deformations
required to alter the given geometry, we do not
enforce the constraints as hard ones. Note that all
the geometric constraints (both length and angle) can
be computationally approximated using contact con-
straints. Once these geometric constraints are derived,
we attach them to the chair components and integrate
into the contact-base deformation.
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Fig. 10. Browsing of chairs by specifying the avatar pose. Different poses lead to different ranking of the chairs.
Here only 6 chairs out of 45 are shown.
6.4 Contact-based deformation
Given the set of constraints derived from human body
and the chair, we now reshape the chair to meet these
constraints while preserving the underlying shape
structure. Previous efforts [18], [19] either use feature
curves or controllers to induce the underlying defor-
mation, which typically involves complicated strate-
gies to delegate the edit among elements progres-
sively or hierarchically. These methods proceed one
edit at a time but cannot handle cases when multiple
edit constraints are dependent with each other.
Let us denote the set of components as
{P1, P2, ..., Pn} sorted by the number of ergonomic
constraints associated with it and {C1, C2, ..., Ck} as
groups of constraints by their names, i.e., heights,
length, width, angle, etc. Since the constraints are
not independent and can not be fulfilled in an initial
setup (e.g., the angle between the back and seat will
depends on the position of the seat), we greedily
process them to enforce one type of constraints at
a time, starting from C1 = {c1, c2, ..., cl} (e.g., the
heights constraints). For each ci ∈ C1, we extract the
transformation Ti for the corresponding component
so as to align it to meet ci. For example, to lift a seat
to a certain height h, the transformation is computed
as a translation that maps the proxy center oi to a
new position such that the height of the proxy’s top
face meet the height h. Width, length, and angle
constraints are treated in a similar manner except
that for those constraints which involve multiple
components such as angle, for which we rotate and
deform the proxies in accordance to the human body.
Once all ci-s ∈ C1 has been handled, the deformation
propagation starts. Transformation propagates from
the already treated components to the rest untreated
ones, based on contact and symmetry relations.
Figure 8 shows an overview of the contact-based
propagation. Once we deform a component Pi, all its
contacts (in terms of 3D points) are deformed accord-
ingly (Figure 8 (b)). Let us denote the set of already
treated components as Φ and the set of contacts as
Θ. The propagation proceeds to one component at a
time. Each time we look for one component which
has the largest number of contacts link to others and
denote it as Pm, then we look at the neighbors of Pm in
the relation graph. The one neighboring component χ
which has not been treated and has the largest number
of deformed contacts ∈ Θ will be selected as the next
component to proceed (Figure 8 (c)). The chair seat in
Figure 8 (c) is selected as Pm since it has the largest
number of contacts and the chair back component
is selected as χ since it has the largest number of
deformed contacts.
To deform a components w.r.t. its deformed set of
contacts: {a1, a2, ...} → {a′1, a′2, ...}, we find a best
transformation matrix T4×4 such that the following
energy is minimized:
T = arg min
T∗
∑
i
‖T ∗(ai)− a′i‖2. (1)
We solve the minimization in the least-squares senses.
Enforcing the contact relations in a means retain the
original spatial component structure. The propaga-
tion continues until all components are deformed.
To reduce unnecessary deformations and preserve
the original property of individual component, we
adjust the T as did in the method of [19], i.e., for
a cylindrical shape, we retain its cylindrical property
during deformation by enforcing uniform scales along
its two non-principal axes. Figure 8 illustrates a simple
2D example of edit propagation.
Once C1 is applied and the transformations are
propagated, we proceed to C2, C3, and so on. As the
propagation is invoked each time a Ci is applied, there
might be cases that when a Ci is applied, it might
alter the previous applied constraints Cj-s. To address
this, we add an enforcing deformation term during
the propagation, each time when a new component is
to be treated, we align it with the previous constraints
that are applied in previous Cj-s. Algorithm 1 is an
overview of the contact-based deformation pipeline.
Note that unlike the propagation methods used in
[18], [19] which process groups of elements (wires,
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Fig. 11. The deformation cost measured in terms of
volumetric changes in three dimensions captures the
velocity of valid transformation. It takes much more
energy deforming an office chair into a bench chair.
controller feature curves) progressively, we focus on
the contacts. We leverage the positions of contacts to
guide the underlying component deformations where
the enforcements of contacts naturally retain the spa-
tial structure among shape components. Moreover, the
typical number of contacts involved in a model is
fairly small, which makes our method much simpler
and faster than theirs. It also largely reduces the over-
head that might be induced in interactive exploration
stage once the collection size grows.
6.5 Geometric ranking
Once a chair is deformed, we measure the deforma-
tion cost, i.e., how much energy it takes to deform the
chair to fit the human avatar. By this setting, we can
naturally rank the chairs according to the suitability
to the current human avatar (and for browsing).
Data: Input Model M := {P1, . . . Pn} and
ergonomic constraint groups
C := {C1, . . . CK}.
Result: Updated model M ′i .
1. while i < K do
Ci = {c1, c2, ..., cl} ∈ C;
a. while j < l do
i. apply cj → Pr ∈M ;
ii. Φ← Pr ;
end
while Φ 6= M do
i. Find Pm ∈ Φ which has the maximum
number of contacts and whose neighbors
are not all in Φ;
ii. Find a neighbor Pq ∈M/Φ of Pm which
has the maximum number of deformed
contacts;
iii. Deform(Pq), w.r.t. its deformed
contacts;
iii. Φ← Pq ;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Contact-based deformation propaga-
tion.
To measure the deformation cost of a chair model
M , a straightforward method is to measure for each
individual component how much deformation is re-
quired to deform it to its new shape. However, as the
number of components, their sizes might vary across
chairs, we resort to a more general computation. We
first group the components into semantic parts based
on their tags, such as back, seat, arm and base/legs.
We then measure for each semantic part how much
deformation is induced during the propagation by
computing the scale changes in each dimension of
their axis-aligned bounding boxes. For example, let
us denote the bounding box of a chair part i before
deformation as Bi and B′i after deformation. The
deformation energy is measured as:
ei = Πj=x,y,z|1 + |∆sj ||+ Πj=x,y,z|1 + |∆tj ||. (2)
Here ∆sj ,∆tj are the changes of scaling and trans-
lation in each dimension, i.e., x, y, z, of the bounding
box of part i. The total deformation energy for M is
then defined as:
EM =
1
N
∑
i=seat,back,...
ei, (3)
where N is the number of semantic parts. Figure 10
shows a simple ranking of different chairs w.r.t. the
given avatar pose.
7 APPLICATIONS
7.1 Ergonomic-based Context classification
A straightforward application of our method is
ergonomic-based object classification. Given a set of
chairs along with a few human annotated poses, we
can identify which chairs are more likely to be sitting
chair and which ones are more likely to be bench
chairs, etc. The geometric classification is done by
considering for each chair Mi, its deformation energy
EkMi w.r.t. a particular pose k. Hence, given a set of
predefined shapes, by comparing the corresponding
energies, one can simply cluster the chairs w.r.t. the
particular avatar poses. Figure 2, 12 show examples
of chair classifications.
7.2 Ergonomic-based Context co-retrieval
Our human workspace is not designed separately
for individual purposes. All man-made objects in a
particular environment are co-related with particu-
lar people and human activities. At the central of
the linkages lies the human. Our framework can be
used for ergonomic-based objects co-retrieval. Given
a specified human body shape, with user annotation,
we can co-retrieve best suitable objects for a particular
person based on ergonomics. For example, in Figure
13, the user annotated with a office sitting pose, and
she then co-retrieves an office sitting chair, an office
desk along with a monitor that is placed on the table.
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Fig. 12. Clustering of a set of chairs w.r.t. 4 annotated poses: lying, bar sitting, bench sitting, and normal sitting.
The color models show the clustering results. Note not all the models are shown.
In this application, the human body plays the role
to link the three objects with a conformation on er-
gonomics, sizes, and spatial relations. The ergonomic
constraints are derived separately between the human
body and the multiple objects while the placement of
the three objects is taken into consideration also based
on ergonomics (see Figure 1). In this scenario, one is
also able to navigate through multiple collections of
shapes using a single human posed avatar for objects
co-browsing in accordance to ergonomics. Note that
in Figure 13 the deformations are independently per-
formed for the three objects.
8 EVALUATION
We evaluate our algorithm mainly on man-made chair
models (Figures 10, 12, and 13). We include a data set
of 45 chairs consists of four main chair types: normal
sitting chair/office chair, bench chair, beach chair,
Fig. 13. With our framework, we can co-retrieve mul-
tiple objects into a unified workplace using a single
human avatar. In this example, the objects are retrieved
in the order of chair, table, and monitor. Note that the
size and the attributes of three objects are altered.
and bar chairs. Accordingly, we design four exemplar
poses for these four chair types (Figure 6). For each
pose, we extract a set of ergonomic constraints that
are then attached to each chair during deformation.
And for each pose, we evolve the chairs according
these ergonomic constraints and rank them according
to their deformation costs. In Figure 10, we show
six different chairs with three different chair types,
they are ranked according to the poses in the first
column. The ranking clearly shows that which types
of chairs are more suitable to the current posed human
character.
We also evaluated the findings of the clustering
algorithm with a user study. Specifically, we validated
the classification results against a manually created
ground truth. For each chair, we compute its deforma-
tion cost corresponding to each pose. Say, for a chair
M, its deformation cost vector is (E1M , E
2
M , . . . , E
k
M )
where k corresponds to the k-th pose. We then com-
pute the pairwise similarity between each pair of
chairs (defined as the L2 norm of their minimum com-
ponents) and embed them into a 2D plot using MDS.
We designed an browsing interface which allows the
user to navigate through the clustered embedding (see
also accompanying video). In our interface, the user
can randomly hover the mouse onto the plotted 2D
points, when the mouse pointer is close to a point,
the corresponding chair model is shown in the main
window. We let the user name the corresponding
chair (office chair, bench chair, bar char, beach char,
or none of the above). We measure the accuracy of
the user named chairs against the ground truth (pre-
tagged). We also asked 15 users to evaluate the results.
Experiments showed that our algorithm achieves an
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Fig. 14. Embedding of chair models into 2D us-
ing multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). Representative
shapes are shown. Note different styles get clearly
clustered.
average accuracy of over 95% for each chair type. The
main misleading cases are when a chair is not being
selected as any of the given types.
Timing. Our algorithm runs at interactive rate. The
contact-based deformation paradigm is linear in terms
of the number of components participated in the
deformation. For a number of 45 chairs we tested, it
took less than 2s to process them all (see also video).
All experiments are done on a desktop with Intel i5-
4430 processor (3.2GHZ) and 8GB memory.
Limitations. Our method has some limitations.
First, our method leverages the ergonomics to de-
form the shapes to fit a given human character, the
ergonomics derived from the human avatar and the
underlying shape is not accurate but rough. Hence,
our method can not be directly used for reshaping
an object into a production-ready one. This can be
an interesting future direction to explore. Second,
our method assumes the input to have consistent
multiple meaningful components (obtained via co-
segmentation), if this assumption fails, users may
need to manually segment and tag the input shapes.
9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce an algorithm to couple
ergonomics with geometric exploration, rating, clas-
sification, and reshaping. The essential component of
our algorithm is an ergonomics guided contact-based
deformation paradigm that quickly evolves the shapes
to fit the ergonomic constraints while allowing for
fast preview of altered geometry to fit ergonomics
and fast comparison among different shapes. We focus
on concrete geometric aspects rather than abstracting
them into a continuous space. Instead of browsing the
shapes according to a given template, our method
allows the user to deform a given human character
in terms of shape and poses to explore the space
of potential related shapes based on their suitability
to the user character. Besides, our method provides
realtime preview of how to alter the shape geometry
to fit a given shape to the desired human character.
In the future, we further consider ergonomics for
geometry analysis, potentially introducing physical
simulators to examine fedility/stability of the object
and also interaction with soft material (e.g., leather).
We believe combining geometry with ergonomics can
open up new opportunities towards the integrating
functionality and usage with geometric modeling.
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